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Abstract: Nowadays the amount of data on the web is persistently growing. Due to the enormous amount of 

data available on the World Wide Web, the processing cannot be done manually. As data have been primary 

resource, how to manage and make use of big data superior has attracted much consideration. In particular, with 

the development of the internet of things (IOT), the processing of the enormous amount of real-time data has 

become a significant challenge in research and applications. In this context, Apache Flink is an open-source 

system for processing streaming and batch data. The Flink is a big data processing framework that permits 

programmers to process the enormous amount of data in a very scalable and dexterous manner. TheFlink is a 

data processing tool that cancapableofhandlingbothstreaming data and batch data, providing suppleness and 

suddenness for users.The Flink provides a streaming data flow engine that conveys greatly high throughput 

surprisingly with low latency. The Flink is based upon a fault tolerant, which manages the delivery of data as 

well as communications within the cluster. In this paper, we are in a nutshell discussing about the Apache Flink 

along with some current research activities on top of the Apache Flink ecosystem,substitute to Hadoop 

MapReduce, Flink architectureanddata processing in Flink.In the last comparative analysis between Flink 

andSparkand Hadoop in this paper. 
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I. Introduction 
Big data is a collection of enormous datasets that are so huge or complex that conventional data 

processing application software is not enough to deal with them. It transformation, rapidand comes in varieties 

of forms that are arduous to manage and process using RDBMS or other conventional technologies.  Big data 

produced big challenges in other words storage, processing and management are major concern in this period of 

big data [1]. Storing and maintaining enormous sets of data over time at the rate of rise can be challenging.  

Reason such asperformance, throughput, cost, capacity,  and scalability are involved in any perfect storage 

solution system. Therewith, storage devices play a vital role in detractbig data challenges [2]. There are lots of 

technologies to extricate the difficulty of big data management, processing andstorage [3] [4]. Such technologies 

are Spark, Flink, etc. In this paper, we are widely discussed Apache Flink.The Flink carry out licentious 

dataflow programs in a data-parallel and pipelined manner.In a pipelined runtime system empower the execution 

of bulk and batch and stream processing programs. Apache Flink is a stream processing framework that can also 

handle batch tasks[5]. It contemplate batches to simply be data streams with finite limit, and consequently treats 

batch processing as a subset of stream processing. Flink stream processing model controlsincoming data on an 

item-by-item basis as anactualstream. Flink endows its DataStream API to work with limitless streams of data. 

Flink stream-first procedure overture high throughput, low latencyand real entry-by-entry processing [6]. 

Besides, Flink stream processing is capable of understanding the idea of event time, meaning the time that the  

 

eventin fact happens, and can handle sessions as well [7]. This means that it can promise ordering and grouping 

in some enthralling ways. 
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II. About Apache Flink 
Year after year the world originatesmore and more data, and to process it, we require better and more 

state of the art tools. Flink is a modern, next generation big data processing tool that is deserving of complex 

stream and batch data processing. Apache Flink is the big data tool also known as 4G of big data.Flinkbegin as a 

research project named Stratosphere with the target of building a nextgeneration big data analytics platform at 

universities in the Berlin area. It was acknowledged asan Apache Incubator project on April 16, 2014.Apache 

Flink is an open source platform which is a streaming data flow engine that endows fault-tolerance, 

communication, and data-distribution for distributed computations over data streams [6].The Flink is a 

distributed streaming dataflow engine written in ScalaandJava as well as Flink executes capricious datastream 

programs in a data-parallel and pipelined fashion. Flink pipelined runtime system empower the execution of 

bulk and batch and stream processing programs.  Again Flink does not confer its personal data storage system 

and confer data source and sink connectors to systems such as  Kafka, HDFS, Cassandra, Amazon 

Kinesis.ApacheFlink'ssavepoints make it possible for a user to stabilize difficulty, reprocess data, modernize 

code, and manage upgrades comfortably and with data consistency[8].Flink processes, events at a consistently 

high speed with low latency; it processes the data at lightning rapid speed. It is the enormous scale data 

processing framework which can process data originate at greatly high velocity. Apache Flink make use of 

Kappa-architecture, the architecture where only streams are used for processing. Flink handle well with other 

components. It is written to be a healthy vicinal if used within a Hadoop stack, taking up only the essential 

resources at any given time[4]. It incorporateswith YARN, Kafka, and HDFS effortlessly [5].The Flink can 

executejobwritten for other processing frameworks like Hadoop and Storm with similarity packages. 

 

III. Necessity For Flink 
The Flink is to overcome and detract the complexity that has been faced by other distributed data-

driven engines. It is attainedbyconcepts from database systems, integrating query optimization, and efficient 

parallel in-memory and out-of-core algorithms, with the MapReduce. As Apache Flink is principally based on 

the streaming model, and its  iterates data by using streaming architecture [9]. Apache Flink supports the stream 

processing ecosystem, accompanied Cassandra, Mesos, Docker, Kafka, HDFS, Kinesis, and YARN [10].Flink 

proposed a web-based scheduling view to comfortably manage tasks and view the system. The client can also 

display the optimal plan for submitting tasks to look how it will in fact be implemented on the cluster. For 

analysis job, Flink proposed SQL-style querying, machine learning libraries, graph processing, and in-memory 

computation.The Flink complex phenomenonprocessing (CPP) library makes it believable to detect and respond 

to mission-critical business phenomena in actual time.Flink is asubstituteof MapReduce,  it processes data more 

than 100 times intense than MapReduce [4]. Flink is self-sufficient of Hadoop, but it can use HDFS to write, 

store, read, and process the data. Flink does not endow its personal data storage system. It receivesdata from 

distributed storage [2]. Apache Flink embraces the notion of phenomena time in stream processing, assurance 

that out of order events is handled properly and that outcomeisactual.Flinkexaminesits work and ameliorate job 

in a number of waysin other words,this analysis is identical to what SQL query planners do within relationship 

databases, mapping out the most emphatic way to carry out a given job. 

 

IV. Substitute To Hadoop Mapreduce 
Apache Flink is considered a substitute to Hadoop MapReduce. Flink overture cyclic data, a flow 

which is missing in MapReduce.It has its own execution and it can work autonomously of the Hadoop 

ecosystem. Flink can executeabsentiaHadoop installation, but it is competent of processing data stored in the 

Hadoop Distributed File System.Flinkoverture APIs, [11] which are simple to implement juxtapose to 

MapReduce APIs as well as it supports in-memory processing, which is much faster [2]. The Flink is also 

competent of functional with other file systems along with the Hadoop Distributed File System. Flink can 

examine actual time stream data along with [12] graph processing and make use of machine learning algorithms 

[7]. It also enlargesthe MapReduce model with new operatorslikecross, union and join. Flink overture lower 

latency, faithfully one processing assurance, and higher throughput and it can also access Hadoop's next-

generation resource manager, such as YARN [13]. Flink also package of Hadoop-supporting libraries by default. 

 

V. Apache Flink Ecosystem 
Presently, a new genesis of big data processing framework is in the picture Apache Flink. Flink is the 

first and only open source framework that has been enlighteningtodeliverfirstly throughput of millions of 

occurrences per second in moderate clusters, secondly sub-second latency of milliseconds, thirdly precisely once  

 

semantics for application state and delivery with supporting sources and sinks and fourthly actual outcome 

through its support for occurrence time. Flink ecosystem components and different Flink APIs and libraries such 
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as Flink Gelly API, Flink CEP, Flink dataset API, DataStream API of Flink, and Flink Table AP [11]. The 

below diagram shows complete ecosystem of Apache Flink in figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1.The Apache Flink Ecosystem 

 

5.1 Streaming &Storage 

The Flink is merely a computational engine that does not have any storage system.  Flink is designed to read, 

write data from different storage system as well as can consume data from [12] streaming systems such as 

thatHBase, MongoDB, Flume, HDFS, S3 and Kafka etc. 

 

5.2 Deployment 

The second layer is deployment &resource handling. Flink can be deployed in many modes such as that Cloud, 

Mesos, Yarn, Cluster etc. 

 

5.3 Flink Kernel 

The third layer is execution the distributed streaming dataflow, which is also called as the kernel of Apache 

Flink. This is the main layer of Flink which confer distributed processing, [8] credibility, native iterative 

processing ability, fault tolerance, etc. 

 

5.4 DataSet API  

This API managesthe data at the rest that is originatingatdifferent sources such as that CSV filesor reading text 

or from local collections and permit the user to implement alteration such as filtering, joining, grouping, 

mapping, etc.  

 

5.5 DataStream API  

It manages alteration on continuous stream of the data. To process exist data stream it confer different 

operations such as defining windows, aggregating, filtering, updating status, etc. It can consume the data from 

different streaming sourcessuchassocket streams, message queues, files,etcas well as can go back the data via 

sinks for writing data to files or principle output such as that command line terminal and itsendorsementboth 

ScalaandJava [12]. 

 

5.6 Table  

The Table API empowersusers to carry out ad-hoc analysis through language,such as batch processing 

and SQL for relational stream. It can contain in DataSet and DataStream APIs of Flink in both ScalaandJava. In 

reality,  itassentsusers to execute SQL queries on the top of Flink that saves them from writing sophisticated 

code for data processing. A Table is an eternal limitation to a specific Table environment and it is not possible to 

integrate Tables of various Table environments. Afore various Table API operators are chosen, LeftOuterJoin, 

RightOuterJoin, filter &where, groupBy, join, Union, and Intersect, etc. 

 

5.7 Gelly 

This is the graph processing engine which assentsusers to execute operations for creating, variation and 

processing the graph. It also confersthe library of algorithms to make easy the development of graph 

applications.Gelly can alter and ameliorate graph using high level functions that are identical to those  

 

 

conferring by batch processing APIs andit leverages connatural iterative processing model of Flink to manage 

graph proficiently.  Its APIs existsin both ScalaandJava. 
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5.8 Machine Learning for Flink (FlinkML) 

It is the machine learning library which endows intuitive knowledge APIs, and more efficient algorithm 

to mange machine learning applications in Flink [12]. As we know machine learning algorithms are iterative in 

nature flinkendow connatural endorsement for iterative algorithm to manage the same quite efficaciously and 

proficiently. It is written in the Scala. FlinkMLendorsement supervised learning and unsupervised learning 

along with Data Pre-processing. 

 

5.9 Complex Event Processing for Flink (FlinkCEP) 

The FlinkCEPpermit convenient detection of intricate occurrence patterns in streams of data that is 

used for discovery matching sequences to get insights of data. For differentiate and discovery matching 

occurrence, it is essential for datastream to implement hashcode()and equals 

()procedure.Theintricateoccurrencepatterns can be defined effortlessly by pattern API. After thesepatterns have 

various states in which user can define conditions for occurrence. At the present time, CEP is used  forahuge 

number of applications such as financial applications like as credit card fraud detection and stock market trend.  

 

VI. Flink Architecture 
The Flink has a layered architecture where every component is a part of a conspicuous layer shown in 

figure2. Every layer is built on top of the others for apparent abstraction [11]. Flink is designed to execute on 

local machines,such as on the cloud, or in a YARN cluster. In executionFlink's core data processing engine that 

obtain the program through APIs in the form of JobGraph. The JobGraph is a straightforward parallel data flow 

with a set ofjobs that generate and consume data streams.  

 

 
Figure 2.The Apache Flink Architecture 

 

6.1 Flink Distributed Execution 

The Flink distributed execution consists of two essential processes, master and worker. When a Flink 

program is running, different processes take part in the execution, specifically Task Manager, Job Manager, and 

Job Clientisshown in figure 3. The Flink program exigency to be submitted to a Job Client, after that Job Client 

then submits the job to the Job Manager [7]. It's the Job Manager's accountability to arrange the resource 

allocation and job execution and it does allocate the required resources. In this context, the resource allocation is 

finished, the job is submitted to the respective the Task Manager. On collecting the task, the Task Manager 

commencea thread to start the execution. As long as the execution is in place, the Task Managers keep on 

reporting the transformation of states to the Job Manager. There can be different states in particular starting the 

execution, in progress and ended. If the job execution is finished, the outcomeis sent back to the client. 
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Figure 3. The Flink Distributed Execution 

 

6.2 Job Manager 

The masterprocesses, also called Job Managers, systematize and handle the executionof the program. 

Their main accountability includesmanaging checkpoints, failure recovery, scheduling tasks etc [10].There can 

be many Masters executionsin parallel and sharing these accountabilities. This beneficence in attaininghigh 

availability.One of the mastersexigencyto be the leader.Supposing the leader node goes toward a lower position, 

the master node will be selected as leader.Flinkon the inside uses the Akka actor system for communication 

between the Task Managers and the Job Managers. 

 

6.3 Actor System 

An actor system is a container of actors with different roles. It confersserviceslike a configuration, 

logging, scheduling, etc. It also accommodatesa thread pool from where allactors are begun. All actors inhabit in 

a hierarchy shown in figure 4. Everyrecentlycreated actor would beentrustedto a parent. Actors parley to each 

other using a messaging system. Every actor has itspersonalmailbox from where it reads all the messages. 

Suppose that the actors are local, the messages aresharedvia shared memory,howeverif the actors are remote 

then messages are passedviaRPC calls.Everyparent is accountability for the supervision of its children 

[12].Suppose any error occur with thechildren, the parent gets inform. If an actor can extricate its personal 

difficulty,then it can restart itschildren. If it cannot extricate the difficulty,then it can escalate the controversy to 

its personal parent:In Flink, an actor is a container having state and demeanor and actor's thread 

sequentiallycarry over processing the messages it will receive in its mailbox. The state and the demeanor are 

laid down by the message it has obtained. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.The AkkaActor System 

 

6.4 Scheduler 

The Executors in Flink are defined as task slots. Every Task Manager necessity to manage one ormore 

task slots.Everyof which can executeone pipeline of parallel tasks. A pipeline be composed of multiple 

successive tasks, that is to say the n-thparadigma MapFunction together with the n-th parallel paradigm a 

ReduceFunction.  On the inside, Flink adjudge which tasks necessity to share the slot and which tasksmust be 

placed into a distinguished slot. It defines that via theCoLocationGroupandSlotSharingGroup. 
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6.5 Check Pointing and Interrupt 
In Check pointing is Flink's backbone for produce compatible fault tolerance. It keeps on taking 

compatible snapshots for running states and distributed data streams. It is energizingby the Chandy-Lamport 

algorithm but has been improved for Flink's tailored necessity.The fault-tolerant procedure keeps on creating 

lightweight snapshots for the data flows [14].They here upon continued  the functionality without any 

considerable over-burden.In case of lack of success, Flink close the executors and resets them and starts running 

from the newest existing checkpoint. 

A basic element in Flink distributed snapshotting are the stream interrupt shown in figure 5. These 

interruptsareinterposeinto the data stream and flux with the records as part of the data stream. Interrupt certainly 

not overtake records, the flow rigidly in line. AnInterruptdissociate the records in the data stream into the set of 

records that goes into the extant snapshot, and the records that go into the next snapshot. Every interrupt tote the 

ID of the snapshot whose records it shovesin front of it. Interrupt do not barrier the flow of the stream and are 

hence very lightweight [15]. The multiple interrupt from various snapshots can be in the stream at the same 

moment, which means that several snapshots may happen at the same time. Stream interruptsareinterpose into 

the parallel data flow of the stream sources. The point where the interrupt for snapshot n are interpose is the 

position in the source stream up to which the snapshot coating the data.  

 
 

Figure 5.The Flink Check Pointing and Interrupt 

 

6.6 Task Manager 

The Task managers are worker nodes that run the tasks in one or more threads in the 

JVM.Theparallelism of task running is laid down by the task slots at hand on everyTaskManager. Every task act 

for a set of resources allocated to the task slot [14]. For instance, supposeaTask Manager has four slots then it 

will allocate 25% of the memory to each slot. Therecould be one or more threads executionin a task slot. 

Threads in the identical slot share the identical JVM. Tasks in the identical JVM share TCP connections and 

heart beat intimation. 

 

6.7 Job Client 

The job client is not an interior part of Flink's program running,but it is the starting point of the running. The job 

client is accountable for confessingthe program from the user andthen creating a data flow and then adducethe 

data flow to the Job Manager for ahead running. On one occasion the execution is finished, the job client 

conferstheoutcome back to theclient. 

 

VII. Data Processing In Flink 
The numerous various domains importance to process data in actualtime.In actual time analytics are 

currently avitalissue. Yet there have been several technologies trying to provide this 

ability.Theapplicationsextract from the Internet of Things (IoT) essential data to be stored, processed, and 

analyzed in actual or near actual time [2]. In order to cater for like necessity, Flink endows a streaming data 

processing API so called DataStream API. 

 

7.1 Running Environment   

In order to beginwriting a Flink program, we first necessity to get acurrent running environment or 

create one as well as you only exigency to use getExecutionEnvironment(). This will do the proper thing based 

on your circumstances. In spite of,  you are running on a local environment in an IDE, then it will start a local 

running environment. Therewith, if you are running the JAR then the Flink cluster manager will run the program  
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in a distributed fashion [15].If you want to create a local or remote environment for your personal then you can 

also select do so by using techniques like as createRemoteEnvironment() and createLocalEnvironment(). 

 

7.2 Data Sources 
The sources are places where the Flink program hopeto get its data from. This is a secondstep in the Flink 

programframework. Flink endorsement a number of pre-implemented datasource functions and it also 

endorsement writing tradition data source functions so anything that isnot supported can be programmed readily. 

 

7.3 Alteration 

In the data alteration transmute the data stream from one form into another. The inputcould be one or more data 

streams and the output could also be nothing, or one or more datastreams. At the moment, let's try to 

comprehend each alteration one by one. 

 

7.4 Data Drown 

After the data alteration isfinished, and we need to save outcome into some place. Thesubsequentare 

some options Flink confer us to save outcome,firstlywriteAsText() mean writing records one line instantly as 

strings, secondlywriteAsCsV() mean writing tuples as comma separated value files. In the row and 

fieldsdelimiter can also be configured.ThirdlyprintErr() & print()writing records to the criterion output. You can 

alsopreferto write to the criterion inaccuracy. 

 

7.5 Connectors 

The Flink endorsement different connectors that permit data writes & read across different 

technologies.Again the Kafka connector is a publish-subscribe, distributed, the message queuing system that 

permitsclientstopublish messages to a certain subject such as this is then distributed to the subscribers of the 

subject shown in figure 6.Flink endow options to define a Kafka consumer as a data source in Flink Streaming. 

If we areusingthe Flink Kafka connector, we essential to use a particular JAR file. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.The Flink Kafka Connector 

 

VIII. The Comparative Analysis Between Flink And Spark And Hadoop 
In this section, we are comparativeanalysis between Flink [10] and Spark [16] and Hadoop [4][15] has shown in 

below table1and table 2. 
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Table 1. The Comparative Analysis Between Flink and Spark and Hadoop 
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Table 2.The Comparative Analysis Between Flink and Spark and Hadoop 

 
 

IX. Flink Features 
The Flink can be defined as an open-source platform competent of doing batch data processing and distributed 

stream. It assistsorganizations to do actual time analysis and make timely consequence [10]. It has the following 

features which make it various compared to other alikeplatforms. 

 

9.1 High Performance 

The runtime environment of Flink endowhigh throughput and very short latency. This can be cognizable by 

doing least configuration changes. 
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9.2 Exactly Once Stateful Computation 

Flink's distributed checkpoint processing assist topromiseprocessing every record exactly once upon. In matter 

of high-throughput applications [7],Flinkendow us with a switch to permit at least once upon processing. 

 

9.3 Custom State Maintenance 

The stream processing systems eternally maintain the state of its computation. Flink has a very proficient check 

pointing mechanism to apply the state during computation. 

 

9.4 Flexible Streaming Windows 

Flink endorsement data-driven windows. This means we can design a window based on time,sessions, counts. A 

window can also be customized which permit us to detect distinguished patterns in event streams. 

 

9.5 Flow Control  

Flow control is an essential part of any stream processing system [14]. The Flink has aninartificialflow control 

system built in. It assistsin efficient flow control with long execution operators. 

 

9.6 Efficient Memory Management 

Flink is supplied with its personal memory management inside a JVM which makes itindependent of Java's 

default garbage collector. It proficiently does memory management byusingindexing, caching, sorting, and 

hashing. 

 

9.7 Fault Tolerance 

The Flink has anproficientlyfault tolerance procedure based on distributed snapshots. This procedure is very 

lightweight with strong consistency and high throughput. 

 

9.8 Optimizer 

Flink's batch data processing API is optimized in order to keep away from memory-consumingoperationslike as 

shuffle, sort. It also makes certain that caching is used in order tokeep away from heavy disk I/O operations. 

 

9.9 Conceivable Programmable APIs  

 The Flink APIs are developed in a way to cover all the general operations [8], so developer can use it 

proficiently. 

 

9.10 Broad Integration  

Flink can be amalgamatedwith the different storage system to process their data, it can be deployed with 

different resource management tools. It can also be amalgamate with many BI tools for reporting. 

 

9.11 Event Time Semantics 

Flink endorsement event time semantics [10]. This assistsinthe processing streams where events reach 

disorderly. Infrequently events may come late. Flink's architecture permitsus to definewindows based on time, 

sessions, counts, which assist in dealing with such storyline. 

 

9.12 Single Runtime  

Apache Flink endowa single execution environment for both stream and batch processing.Therefore the same 

implementation of the execution system can cover all types of applications. 

 

9.13 Libraries 

The Flink has anaffluentset of libraries to do the graph processing, machine learning,  relationaldataprocessing. 

Therefore,its architecture, it is very convenient to perform complex eventprocessing and warn. 

 

X. Conclusions 
At the present time, everydaythe big world of internet is originate 2.8 quintillion bytes of data on a 

regular basis according to the statistics the percentage of data that has been originatedfrom last two years is 

90%.Thereby, it becomes greatly challenging to operate on the huge data. In this circumstance, the streaming 

data processing is an emerging area. It means processing the data nearly instantly (with very low latency) when 

it originates. So long as, most data processing was based on batch systems, where processing, analysis and  

 

decision making were a slowprocess. Apache Flink can be defined as an open-source platform competent of 
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doing batch data and distributed stream processing.Thebasic of Apache Flink is a streaming dataflow engine, 

which endorsement communication, distribution and fault tolerance for distributed stream data processing. Its 

provide a hybrid platform for supporting both stream and batch processing. Its compatibility with connatural 

Storm and Hadoop programs, and its capability to execute on a YARN-managed cluster can make it easy to 

assess.It endorsement various use cases based on machine learning projects, graph analysis, and batch 

processing. It assists the organizations to do real-time analysis and make timely verdict. In this paper, we are 

presenting Flink concepts, necessity for Flink, Flink ecosystem and its components, we also highlight the Flink 

features. Eventually, we are comparative analysis between Flink and Spark and Hadoop. This paper'spurposeto 

provide asubstantialoverview and big-picture to readers of this emerging area. 
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